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Grid fins provide good maneuverability to missiles in supersonic flow because they can maintain lift at a higher

angle of attack. Although static aerodynamic data exist, very little quantitative dynamic performance information is

available for grid fin controlled missiles. The high drag associated with grid fins is also a concern. Dynamic

simulations are carried out using computational fluid dynamics to investigate the dynamic stability of a generic

missile, controlled by grid fins or planar fins, in supersonic and transonic regimes at angles of attack up to 30 deg. In

supersonic flow, the pitch-damping derivative is found to be insensitive to the control fin type; however, in transonic

flow, grid fins provide a lower damping in pitch than planar fins due to the blockage effect induced by its choked cells.

The reduction of the high drag associated with grid fins is also investigated by comparing the performances of two

isolated grid fin geometries with and without the use of a Busemann biplane configuration. The application of this

concept to grid fins reduces its drag in the supersonic regime while maintaining its beneficial lift characteristics.

Furthermore, the drag of grid fins in transonic flow can be reduced by using an optimized profile with a higher inlet-

to-throat area ratio.

Nomenclature

�Cmq � Cm_α
� = pitch-damping coefficient

Cmy = pitching moment coefficient
Cmy;0 = static pitching moment coefficient
Cmα

= static stability derivative
Cp = pressure coefficient
Cp;0 = mean pressure coefficient
Cp;1 = first harmonic component of the pressure

coefficient
Cp;2 = second harmonic component of the pressure

coefficient
D = missile diameter, m
F = force, N
k = reduced frequency
L = missile length, m
Ma = Mach number
N = number of cycles in the pitching moment time

history
q = pitching rate, rad∕s
Re = Reynolds number
S = cross section of the missile at its maximum

diameter, m2

U∞ = freestream velocity, m∕s
y� = dimensionless wall distance
α = angle of attack, deg

αmax = amplitude, deg
α0 = mean angle of attack, deg
_α = rate of change of angle of attack, rad∕s
δc = canard deflection angle, deg
ϕ = phase, rad
ω = angular velocity, rad∕s

I. Introduction

G RID fins, also commonly known as lattice fins, may be used
in several application areas ranging from projectile/missile

control surfaces [1–5] to space vehicle emergency brakes and
stabilization devices [6,7]. In the application ofmissile control, lattice
fins provide good maneuverability in the supersonic flow regime due
to their ability to maintain lift at a high angle of attack and yield
improved yaw and roll stability. The advantage of the short chord
length of the lattice fin allows it to be easily folded along the missile
body, resulting in a lower hinge moment. This reduces the size and
weight of the actuator.
Grid fin aerodynamics has been investigated in the past by

researchers, both experimentally and numerically, using different fin
sizes, shapes [1,8], and grid patterns [9], and over a wide range of
Mach numbers [3,4]. Washington and Miller [1] carried out
wind-tunnel tests on 26 different grid fin models, varying their span,
height, cell spacing, and web thickness at 0.35 < Ma < 3.5 and
0 deg < α < 17 deg. They reported the good supersonic control
characteristics, the small variation of the center of pressure, and the
small hinge moment induced by the use of grid fins. Simpson and
Saddler [8] performed additionalwind-tunnel tests at 0.7 < Ma < 4.5
and investigated the static stability of grid fins at a zero angle of
attack, as well as their control effectiveness. They noted the
significant role played by grid fins in the overall static stability,
but also lower control effectiveness. Hiroshima and Tatsumi [9]
conducted wind-tunnel experiments using square, triangular, and
hexagonal grid patterns at 0.5 < Ma < 2 and −5 deg < α < 30 deg.
Their results showed little variation between the different shapes of
the fin cells. DeSpirito and Sahu [3] and DeSpirito et al. [10,11]
carried out viscous simulations of a grid fin missile with and without
canards in the supersonic (at Mach numbers from 1.5 to 3), the
transonic, and the subsonic regimes [12] (Ma � 0.6 and 0.9). They
reproduced successfully the static forces and moments obtained in
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wind-tunnel experiments, and they observed a reduced effect of
canard vortices on grid fins compared to planar fins. They also
reported an improved roll-control effectiveness in supersonic flow,
whereas the roll effectiveness of the canards is decreased in transonic
and subsonic regimes at α > 2 deg. A significant amount of data has
been gathered on the static aerodynamic coefficients. Results on
static stability derivatives have been presented in different works at a
zero angle of attack. Dupuis and Berner [4] experimentally studied
both a planar and a grid fin controlled missile at 0.6 < Ma < 3 and at
−15 deg < α < 15 deg. They noted that, unlike the planar fin
missile, the grid fin controlled missile became statically unstable in
subsonic flow, whereas its static stability increased with the Mach
number. Abate et al. [13] performed ballistic range tests on a generic
grid fin missile in the transonic flow regime (0.72 < Ma < 0.86).
They observed a rapid loss of stability at Ma ≈ 0.8. Additional
experiments on different geometric configurations of the grid fin
showed that decreasing the web thickness or using fewer larger cells
reduced the fin’s drag. Wind-tunnel tests conducted by Fournier [5]
on both grid fin and planar fin controlled missiles showed that the
former configuration caused a significant reduction in static stability
compared to the latter. Pruzan et al. [7] compared experimental
results obtained for unswept and sweptback grid fins mounted on the
Orion launch abort vehicle. They concluded that the use of swept grid
fins improved the stability in pitch in comparison with unswept fins.
The problem of dynamic stability derivatives for the lattice fin
configuration has been addressed by fewer researchers. To the
knowledge of the authors, only the experimentalwork ofDupuis et al.
[14] includes pitch-damping derivatives (with roll-damping
derivatives) for a grid fin projectile, at different supersonic Mach
numbers and at zero incidence. The present study contributes to an
improved understanding on the dynamic stability derivatives of
lattice fin controlled devices.
One drawback of grid fins is that they exhibit a higher level of drag

compared to conventional planar fins. This situation is particularly
acute near the transonic regime due to the occurrence of choked flow
in the cells forming the lattice structure [15]. As a matter of fact, the
drag on grid fins can account for 50%of the total drag experienced by
a missile with lattice fin control in the supersonic regime and up to
65% of the total drag in the transonic regime [16]. This problem has
been discussed in a few previous studies. Schülein and Guyot [17]
used wind-tunnel experiments with Euler simulations, in the high
supersonic regime, on two grid fin geometries designed to reduce the
wave drag. The leading edges of each cell of the grid fin are locally
swept, leading to a decrease of the drag of nearly 40% compared to a
nonswept lattice fin. Cai [18] proposed a sweptback grid fin design
and performed viscous simulations showing a drag reduction of 13%
over the range 0.9 < Ma < 2 relative to the baseline configuration.
Zeng [16] carried out additional viscous simulations using sharpened
leading edges on the sweptback grid fin. This configuration provided
a drag reduction of 30% in the transonic regime and up to 50% in
supersonic flow. The results obtained through these two studies were
confirmed experimentally by Debiasi [19], who also showed that the
characteristics of the sweptback grid finweremaintained at a nonzero
angle of attack. In this study, we propose a different idea to alleviate
the problem.
For vehicles inmotion, static aerodynamic coefficients do not fully

characterize the total imparted forces and moments. There are ad-
ditional terms, known as dynamic derivatives, that account for the
change in aerodynamic forces and moments due to body rate per-
turbations; they are therefore necessary to be able to accurately
describe the airframe aerodynamic response [20]. Among these
dynamic derivatives, pitch-damping derivatives, describing the at-
tenuation of an oscillation in angle of attack with time, are of
particular importance [21]. An efficient method to determine numeri-
cally the pitch-damping coefficient was introduced byWeinacht [21].
The method uses steady-state simulations of projectiles following a
lunar coning motion [21–23]. However, this technique is limited to
axisymmetric bodies at small angles of attack. In a more recent work,
the forced oscillation method was successfully applied to the Basic
Finner missile at different angles of attack [24,25]. It involves time-
accurate simulations to calculate the pitch-damping derivatives.

Bhagwandin and Sahu [25] computed the pitch-damping coefficient
for the Basic Finner missile at angles of attack up to 90 deg and found
that their results exhibited little dependence on the grid density, the
turbulence model, the time step, or inner iterations. A reduced
frequency approach was also employed by Murman [24].
In the first part of the present work, we conduct in Sec. III a very

detailed validation study on our unsteady Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes simulation (URANS) approach, presented in Sec. II,
through comparisons of our URANS results with previously pub-
lished experimental and numerical data in both the supersonic and
transonic regimes. After the validation, we proceed to investigate the
dynamic stability derivatives of lattice fin controlled devices in
Sec. IV by considering the pitch-damping derivative in a grid fin
missile using the forced oscillationmethod. Specifically, theURANS
of a generic missile model [5,13] with either a conventional planar fin
or a lattice fin tail control are carried out. The numerical results,
expressed as pitch-damping coefficients along with static stability
derivatives and aerodynamic force and moment coefficients, are
evaluated in both the transonic and supersonic regimes, at different
angles of attack up to 30 deg. In the third part of the present work, we
present in Sec. V our studies on reducing the wave drag associated
with lattice fins.Wemodify the lattice fin’s geometry according to the
Busemann biplane concept to take advantage of the “wave can-
cellation effect.” This approach borrows the idea from the work on
silent and efficient supersonic airplanes of Kusunose et al. [26] and
Hu et al. [27].

II. Numerical Approach

A. Numerical Determination of the Pitch-Damping Coefficient

The forced oscillation method consists of imposing on an airframe
a sinusoidal planar pitching motion of amplitude αmax and angular
velocity ω about the missile’s center of gravity at a given angle of
attack α0:

α�t� � α0 � αmax sin�ωt� (1)

The unsteady pitchingmoment then depends on the angle of attack
α, the pitching rate q, and the rate of change of the angle of attack _α.
Assuming that the pitching moment is a linear function of these
three parameters, it can be expressed, in the case of a planar pitching
motion, as

Cmy �t� � Cmy;0 �
∂Cmy
∂α

α�t� �
∂Cmy

∂�qD∕2U∞�

�
D

2U∞

�
q�t�

�
∂Cmy

∂� _αD∕2U∞�

�
D

2U∞

�
_α�t� (2)

or

Cmy�t� � Cmy;0 � Cmα
α�t� � Cmq

�
D

2U∞

�
q�t� � Cm _α

�
D

2U∞

�
_α�t�

(3)

whereD is the missile diameter, U∞ is the freestream velocity, Cmy;0
is the static pitching moment coefficient for the prescribed angle of
attack α0, Cmα

� ∂Cmy∕∂α is the static stability derivative,

Cmq � ∂Cmy∕∂
�
qD

2U∞

�

is the rate of change of the missile pitching moment coefficient Cmy
with the pitch rate q at a constant angle of attack α0, and

Cm _α
� ∂Cmy∕∂

�
_αD

2U∞

�

is the rate of change of the missile pitching moment with the rate of
change of angle of attack at a constant pitch angle. Due to the
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difficulty to extract each component individually, the pitch-damping
coefficient is often expressed as the sum of both dynamic derivatives
Cmq and Cm _α

. Note that, for a planar pitching motion, q � _α. The
pitch-damping coefficient and the static stability derivative Cmα

can
then be extracted from the time response of the pitching moment by
computing the first Fourier coefficients of Cmy �t�, as shown by Da
Ronch et al. [28]:

�Cmq � Cm_α
� � 2

kαmaxNT

Z
NT

0

�Cmy �t� − Cmy;0 � cos�ωt� dt (4)

where N is the number of cycles, T � 2π∕ω is the period, and
k � ωD∕2U∞ is the reduced frequency.
Alternatively, the pitch-damping coefficient can be deduced

from the difference between the maximum and minimum values of
the moment coefficient at α � α0 during a pitchup/pitchdown
cycle or from a linear regression technique, as used successfully by
Bhagwandin and Sahu [25] and Da Ronch et al. [28].

B. Numerical Methodology

All simulations are carried out using the finite volume Stanford
University unstructured (SU2) [29] code on an unstructured mesh.
The unsteady, compressible Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
(RANS) equations are solved employing a Jameson–Schmidt–
Turkel (JST) second-order-accurate central-difference spatial dis-
cretization scheme [30] and the one-equation Spalart–Allmaras
turbulence model [31]. A second-order dual-time formulation is
applied to perform time integration.
The missile pitching motion is achieved through a rigid mesh

motion where no relative motion occurs between grid nodes. Thus,
the sinusoidal motion given in Eq. (1) is prescribed for the entire grid
about the center of gravity (see Fig. 1). The grid motion is introduced
in the conservation equations by means of an arbitrary Lagrangian–
Eulerian formulation. Further details about the rigid meshmotion are
given by Economon et al. [32].
Force coefficients are expressed as Cforce � F∕��1∕2�ρ∞U2

∞S�,
where S is the cross section of the missile at its maximum
diameter. Moment coefficients are obtained from Cmoment �
M∕��1∕2�ρ∞U2

∞SD� with D as the missile maximum diameter.

III. Code Validation

This section presents numerical results obtained with SU2 on a
panel of five test cases assessing the accurate modeling of flow
features involved in grid fin missile flows. For each of these vali-
dation cases, experimental and numerical results are available in the
literature for comparison. These five problems are divided into two
categories: static and dynamic validations.

A. Static Validation

1. Grid Fin Missile in Transonic Flow

As discussed in Sec. I, grid fin performance drops in transonic flow
due to a complicated shock structure inside its lattice network.
Furthermore, the appearance of a critical Mach number near 0.8 is
shown by Abate et al. [13]. To assess the capability of SU2 to
accurately reproduce this complicated flowfield, steady-state
simulations have been carried out on the test case investigated
numerically by DeSpirito et al. [12] and for which experimental
results have been obtained at Defence Research and Development
Canada–Valcartier Research Centre [12]. This problem consists of
studying a static canard-controlled missilewith grid fins in cruciform
configuration (see Fig. 2a), at a Mach number of Ma � 0.9 and a
Reynolds number of Re � 1.4 × 107 m−1. Flight conditions and
geometry details are given in Table 1. RANS equations are solved on
an unstructured grid constituted of a prism-based boundary-layer
mesh, ensuring a value of y� ≈ 1 in the vicinity of the missile
boundary, immersed in tetrahedral cells (see Fig. 2a). Three meshes
of 2, 4, and 10million cells have been tested at a 2 deg angle of attack.
The computed normal force differs by less than 1% between the
medium and the fine grids. Far-field and nonreflective outflow
boundary conditions are employed on the domain boundaries,
whereas a no-slip/adiabatic wall condition is applied on the surface of
the grid fin missile. The domain is a cylinder of length 250D and a
radius of 50D, where D � 0.03 m is the diameter of the missile.
Results for the pitching moment coefficient, given here for the 4-
million-cell grid, are in good agreement with experimental results
and the numerical results obtained by DeSpirito et al. [12], as shown
in Fig. 2b.

Fig. 1 Rigid mesh motion about the missile’s center of gravity (c.g.).
Fig. 2 Representations of a) geometry andmesh of the transonic grid fin
missile, and b) pitching moment coefficient.
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2. Shock/Boundary-Layer Interaction on a Cylindrical Body

Shock/boundary-layer interaction plays an important role in flows
around missiles, particularly when they involve grid fins. Thus, the
Brosh and Kussoy [33] test case is used to assess the ability of the
code to take into account the complex flowfield also encountered
for lattice configurations featuring multiple separation zones,
reflected shocks, and expansion fans. This experiment consists of a
wedge immersed in a supersonic flow at Ma ≈ 3, generating an
oblique shock impinging a cylindrical surface. Detailed total and
static pressure measurements in the cylindrical boundary layer are
available.
RANS simulations are carried out on a structured hexahedral mesh

(see Fig. 3), refined around the cylindrical wall where the non-
dimensional wall distance is y� ≈ 1. The domain, of dimensions
1.35 × 0.127 × 0.1905 m, is slightly longer than the one described in
the experiment in the downstream region to improve numerical
stability. Solutions have been obtained using the boundary conditions
shown in Fig. 3, including a nonreflective outflow condition, no-slip/
adiabatic wall conditions on the cylinder and the wedge, and a
“supersonic inlet” boundary condition where all variables (temper-
ature, static pressure, velocity vector) are specified at the inlet. Three
grids of 2, 6, and 14million cells have been compared. The computed
pressure profiles normal to the cylindrical wall in the vicinity of the
shock/boundary-layer interaction are similar for the medium and fine
grids, whereas results for the coarse grid exhibit only a very small
deviation from the other meshes. Results for the finest mesh are
shown in this section. All solutions are obtained for the experimental
flow conditions indicated in Table 2. The shock structure is illustrated
in Figs. 4a to 4c, extracted from the symmetry plane of the domain. A
“numerical schlieren” visualization is shown in Fig. 4a, whereas a
comparison of experimental static pressure contours replotted from
the data of Brosh and Kussoy [33] and numerical results are pre-
sented, respectively, in Figs. 4b and 4c. The global shock structure is,
overall, well captured by the simulation. The 35 deg incident shock
and the reflected shock are accurately predicted, whereas the same
global patterns appear in both experimental and numerical results.
The small high-pressure region at the root of the “separation shock”
identified by Brosh and Kussoy is not reproduced by the simulation.

The pressure distribution on the windward (Φ � 0 deg) side of the
cylinder is plotted in Fig. 5a. These results are in good agreementwith
experimental results from Brosh et al. [34]. The separation bubble is
also accurately predicted, as confirmed by the representation of the
pressure field on the cylinder in Fig. 5b. Experimental and computed
pressure profiles in the boundary layer around the location of the
shock/boundary-layer interaction are plotted in Figs. 6a and 6b.
Simulations succeed in reproducing the global trend of the pressure
profiles. However, some differences exist on the leeward side, which
can be reduced by the use of a different turbulence model, such as
Menter’s shear stress transport model [35].

3. Shock/Shock Interaction and Shock/Boundary-Layer Interaction in

Hypersonic Flow

To investigate shock/shock and shock/boundary-layer inter-
actions, Kussoy and Horstman [36] conducted experiments in the
NASA Ames Research Center 3.5 ft hypersonic wind tunnel at
Re � 5.3 × 106 m−1 and Ma � 8.3. A 76-cm-wide 220-cm-long

Table 1 Flight conditions

Parameter Value

Ma 0.9
Re 1.4 × 107 m−1

α −4 to�15 deg
δc 10 deg

Table 2 Experimental flow conditions used as input for the
boundary conditions

Parameter Value

Ma 2.85
Re�106� 18.2
Wedge angle α 16 deg
Wedge position h 6.5 cm
Pt;∞ 25 psia
Tt;∞ 278 K

Fig. 3 Boundary conditions and structured mesh used in SU2, 10 times
coarser than the grid discussed previously, for visualization purposes.

Fig. 4 Representations of a) Schlieren like visualization of the shock

structure in the symmetry plane (numerical results); b) experimental
static pressure contours replotted from the data of Brosh and Kussoy
[33]; and c) numerical static pressure contours in the symmetry plane.
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10-cm-thick water-cooled base plate was mounted in the test section,
and it wasmaintained at a constant temperature of 300K. The plate is
set to a−2 deg angle of attack, and its leading edge exhibits a 10 deg
wedge shape. Two vertical wedge-shaped fins attached to the base
plate allowed for a detailed study of the shock/shock interaction. Two
pairs of finswith different wedge angles of 10 and 15 degwere tested.
This experiment thus constitutes an appropriate test case to check

the ability of SU2 to capture shock/shock interactions such as those
occurring inside or downstream the grid fin’s cells. Three structured
meshes of 0.75, 3, and 6million hexahedral cells have been generated
in a domain slightly longer than in the experiment, of dimensions
3.2 × 0.76 × 0.45 m. The amplitude of the predicted shock/shock
interaction is similar in all three cases, and its location differs by
approximately 1% between the medium and the fine mesh. In each
case, the value of the first cell height adjacent to the plate’s and fin’s
faces is set to ensure a value of y� ≈ 1. RANS simulations are carried
out using a nonreflective outflow condition; no-slip/isothermal wall
conditions on the plate and fins; and a far-field boundary condition on
the inlet, side, and top boundaries, where the freestream Mach
number, Reynolds number, and temperature are specified. The
boundary conditions and the mesh structure are shown in Fig. 7. The
shock/shock and shock/boundary-layer interactions generated by the
two fins are illustrated in Fig. 8a, where the shock structure is
represented in the fin’s midspan plane. Similar to the experimental
observations, the stream traces are constricted by the passage and the
increased pressure caused by the shock intersection results in the
stream traces being diverted over the top of the splitter plate.
Quantitatively, the pressure distribution on the plate along the
centerline of the domain is presented for themediummesh in Fig. 8b,
along with Kussoy and Horstman’s experimental results [36]. The
difference between the computed and measured locations of the
shock/shock interaction lies within 1%. The predicted amplitude of

the pressure peak is found to be in fair agreement with experimental
results, although underestimated.

B. Dynamic Validation

1. Pitching Basic Finner Missile in Supersonic Flow

To check the rigid mesh motion method used in this work,
the pitching Basic Finner missile is investigated, as it constitutes a
standard test case for which various experimental and numerical

Fig. 5 Representations of a) comparison between experimental results

from Brosh et al. (1985) [34] and present numerical results for the
pressure on the cylinder; b) surface pressure contours on the cylinder
showing the separation bubble, in good agreement with experimental
results obtained by Brosh et al. [34].

Fig. 6 Profiles of total pressure normalized by its freestream value

pt∕p∞, along the region of the cylinder where the shock/boundary-layer
interaction occurs: a) windward side, and b) leeward side.

Fig. 7 Computational domain and boundary conditions.
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results are available [24,25,37]. The problem consists of imposing a
sinusoidal small-amplitude (αmax � 1 deg) pitching motion to the
standard Basic Finner missile at a given frequency of 50 Hz in
supersonic flow. This configuration, exhibiting a length-to-diameter
ratio of L∕D � 10, has been investigated experimentally by Uselton
and Uselton [37] for angles of attack up to 90 deg. This work gave
a basis to the numerical study of Murman [24], who used both a
reduced frequency approach and time-accurate simulations with
similar results at angles of attack up to 20 deg. Bhagwandin and Sahu
[25] carried out time-dependent simulations with the same geometry
to investigate high angles of attack up to 90 deg. The present study
only concerns low tomoderate angles of attack; the results of Uselton
andUselton [37] andMurman [24] are used to validate the rigidmesh
motion capability of SU2. Flow conditions are given in Table 3.
RANS simulations are performed on an unstructured hybrid grid

composed of a boundary-layer meshwith prisms in the vicinity of the
missile wall and tetrahedral cells in the rest of the domain. The
minimumwall distance is set to ensure a value of y� close to one near
the missile’s surface. Three meshes of 1, 3, and 9 million cells have
been compared with little difference between the two finest grids.
Results will be presented, in this section, for the medium grid shown
in Fig. 9. The domain is a cylinder of length 150D and radius 50D.
Far-field and nonreflective outflow boundary conditions are used on
the domain boundaries, whereas a no-slip/adiabatic wall condition is

applied on the surface of the missile. The pitching motion is achieved
by moving the entire domain, as described in Sec. II and shown in
Fig. 1. The location of the center of gravity is recalled in Fig. 10. The
time-step size is chosen as Δt � 2 × 10−4 s, corresponding to 100
time steps per cycle. Values of 25 and 400 time steps per cycle have
also been tested but had little effect on the solution, as long as enough
inner iterations were specified for each time step to converge. In fact,
the most important parameter was found to be the number of inner
iterations, which should be at least 500 for the chosen value of 100
time steps per cycle. Values of the pitch-damping coefficient for 100,
500, and 1000 iterations per time step at α � 20 deg are presented in

Fig. 8 Representations of a) shock structure in a plane in themidspan of
the wedges showing the shock/shock interaction; and b) pressure
distribution on the plate along the centerline of the domain: the shock/

shock interaction occurs at x ≈ 0.34 cm.

Table 3 Flow conditions for the pitching Basic Finner test case

Parameter Value

Ma 1.96
Re 0.086 × 106

α 5 to 20 deg
D 0.031751 m
L∕D 10

Fig. 9 Detail of the mesh around the Basic Finner missile.

Fig. 10 Pressure distribution on the missile: a) longitudinal plane, and
b) transversal plane (at the location of the center of gravity).
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Fig. 11c to illustrate their influence on the numerical results. All the
values for the pitch-damping derivatives obtained in this section are
calculated over the two last cycles in the time history of the pitching
moment.
To validate the numerical model, steady-state simulations have

first been carried out at a high angle of attack of α � 45 deg. The
pressure distribution on the missile in both longitudinal and
transversal planes (at the location of the center of gravity) is found to
be in accordancewith the numerical results obtained by Bhagwandin
and Sahu [25], as seen in Figs. 10a and 10b.

Figures 11a, 11b, and 11c present, respectively, the static pitching
moment coefficient Cmy;0 , the static stability derivative Cmα

, and the
pitch-damping coefficient �Cmq � Cm _α

�. The static moment co-
efficients and thevalues of the pitchingmoment slopeCmα

are in good
agreement with experimental and numerical results of Uselton and
Uselton [37] and Murman [24]. A fair agreement is obtained for the
computed pitch-damping coefficients, which succeed to reproduce
the trend of experimental results, whereas their values differ slightly
in the same range as numerical results obtained by Murman [24].
The larger errors related to the experimental determination of
dynamic derivatives (estimated at �20% for the pitch-damping
coefficient, according to DeSpirito et al. [23]), and the added
difficulty to obtain accurate values at low reduced frequencies due to
the thinning of the hysteresis curve [28], may explain such dif-
ferences between numerical and experimental results.

2. Rolling Airframe Missile with Dithering Canards

Adifferent dynamic configuration is employed to verify the ability
of SU2 to handle moving meshes. This case consists of a rolling
airframemissile with dithering canards atMa � 1.6 and α � 3 deg,
and it implies two rotating motions: a spinning movement at a spin
rate of 8.75 Hz and a canard dither motion oscillating the canard
deflection angle δc between −15 and �15 deg, obeying a dither
schedule, shown in Fig. 12a. The canards are moved following the
sum of a command and dither signal, depending on the roll rate
and the dither frequency. The amplitude of the command signal, or
command level, is here fixed to zero. This case has been extensively
studied over the last decade, and multiple numerical results using
various computational fluid dynamics codes are available in the
literature [38–43].
Then, in order to perform both roll and canard rotations, it is

necessary to apply two distinct motions to the grid: the rollingmotion
must be imposed to all boundaries including the domain boundaries
in order to avoid the grid deformation in the vicinity of themissile and
outer boundaries (rotation of the fluid domain in block), whereas the

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 11 Comparison of various experimental and numerical results:
a) pitchingmoment coefficientCmy , b) static stability derivativeCmα

, and
c) dynamic stability derivative �Cmq � Cm _α

�.
Fig. 12 Representations of a) canard dither scheme, and b) longitudinal
section of the mesh.
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canard motion is prescribed according to a command level of zero.
Due to its complex nature, the latter is prescribed using given input
files containing the updated coordinates of the nodes belonging to all
boundaries at each time step. These files are generated before the
computation through an external code reading boundary nodes
information before performing both domain and canard rotations,
accordingly, to the rolling and canard dither schemes. Numerical

results using this approach have been obtained by solving Euler
equations on unstructured, tetrahedralmeshes in a cylindrical domain
of length of 300D and a radius of 100D. The time-step size cor-
responds to a roll angle of 1 deg. A far-field boundary condition is
used for the domain boundaries, whereas a wall boundary condition
is applied on the missile’s surface.
The pitching moment coefficient obtained with SU2 on a coarse

grid of nearly 1 million cells (shown in Fig. 12b) is compared in
Fig. 13 to the numerical results of Blades and Marcum [42], along
with the coefficient obtained with SU2 from static configurations.
Results on the pitching moment are in good agreement with the
coefficients previously obtained by other authors. However, to be
accurately captured, details of the flowfield such as canard horseshoe
vortices need a higher grid resolution, as shown in Figs. 13b, 13c,
and 13d.

IV. Pitch-Damping Prediction of Lattice Fin
Configurations

The forced oscillation technique is applied on a generic missile of
fineness equal to 16, similar to themodel used byAbate et al. [13] and
Fournier et al. [5], for which a few results on static aerodynamic
coefficients as well as static stability derivatives are available. Planar
fins exhibit a double-wedge profile, as described by DeSpirito et al.
[11]. Details on the two geometries are given in Fig. 14. Both
geometries are chosen such that the planar fin’s projected area is
approximately equal to the sum of the projected areas of the grid fin’s
webs. Both configurations also provide similar static stability around
Ma � 2.5. Static stability in the high-Mach-number range is a
criteria of particular interest for the comparison of agile missiles [8].
The static derivativeCmα

is represented in Fig. 15 as a function of the
Mach number. It can be seen that the grid fin configuration always has
a lower static stability than the planar fin missile in the transonic and
low supersonic regimes, whereas both configurations show similar
values ofCmα

in the high supersonic regime. A peak in transonic flow
followed by a local minimum value of the static derivative can be
noticed, which is a trend also observed by Abate et al. [13]. A
cylindrical computational domain of length 200D and radius 50D is
employed for all simulations. Three unstructured grids consisting of
2, 4, and 6 million cells have been studied, and little difference has
been observed between the two finest meshes. Therefore, the 4-
million-cell grid, consisting of mixed tetrahedral and prismatic
elements in the boundary layer (y� ≈ 1), is used to compute all the
results presented in this section (Fig. 16). Time-accurate simulations
(URANS), following the procedure used for the Basic Finner
validation case described previously (Sec. III), are carried out for both
planar and lattice fin tail controls (in “�” configuration) in transonic
(Ma � 0.9) and supersonic regimes (Ma � 2), for different angles
of attack up to 30 deg, at a constant Reynolds number ofRe ≈ 106. A
time-step size of Δt � 2.45 × 10−4 s, corresponding to 100 time

Fig. 13 Representations of a) pitching moment coefficient from static
and dynamic simulations, as a function of the roll angle; and contours of

helicity showing the accuracy of the canards vortices prediction for
different sets of hybrid meshes/numerical schemes: b) 3 million cells/
AUSM first order, c) 15million cells/JST, and d) isosurface of helicity for
the 15-million-cell mesh.

Fig. 14 Geometry of the generic grid fin and planar fin controlled missiles used in this study.
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steps per cycle, is employed in the simulations. Particular care has
been taken in the influence of the number of inner iterations, as it has
been found to be an important parameter in Sec. III. Values of 100,
500, and 1000 inner iterations have been tested using 100 time steps
per cycle in the case of the grid finmissile atMa � 2 and α � 0 deg.
The difference in the pitch-damping coefficient between 500 and
1000 inner iterations is less than 0.1%. Therefore, all calculations
have been performed using 500 iterations per time step.
Only small-amplitude oscillations are considered in this study

(αmax � 0.5 deg) and the reduced frequency is fixed to a value of
k � ωD∕2U∞ � 0.05. Da Ronch et al. [28,44] showed that, at low
and moderate angles of attack, the amplitude αmax and the reduced
frequency k do not have a significant influence on the pitch-damping
coefficient. A study of the influence of k and αmax on the solution for
the present configuration confirmed this observation, as seen in
Fig. 17 at Ma � 2. The evolution of the pitch-damping coefficient

with the amplitude in Fig. 17a exhibits a plateau for low values of
αmax and a sharp deviation for amplitudes approaching 1 deg in all
configurations, following the dynamics of the body alone, plotted in
the same figure. Figure 17b shows that �Cmq � Cm_α

� has a similar
behavior when the reduced frequency k is increased over 0.025.
Thus, nonlinear effects induced by the body become significant for
an amplitude of 1 deg at a reduced frequency k � 0.05, whereas this
value is higher for lower frequencies. Although the presence of fins
increases the dynamic stability of the missile in all cases, the planar
fin controlled missile exhibits lower dynamic stability than the grid
finmissile at low amplitudes and frequencies in supersonic flow. This
lower value of the pitch-damping coefficient is consistent with the
results of Dupuis et al. [14], who found a 30% lower value of
�Cmq � Cm_α

� for a grid fin projectile over the equivalent planar fin
configuration.
Figures 18a and 18b depict typical time responses of the pitching

moment Cmy and hysteresis curves obtained for each angle of attack,
respectively, at Ma � 2 and Ma � 0.9. The initial perturbation,
slightly visible in the hysteresis curve of Fig. 18a, disappears after
half of the first cycle.
The pitch-damping coefficient at a zero angle of attack is presented

in Fig. 19 for the grid fin configuration at different Mach numbers.
This evolution exhibits a peak in transonic regime with a very low
value of �Cmq � Cm_α

�, indicating a loss in the missile’s stability
resulting from the choking occurring in the fins’ cells, as has been
observed by other researchers [5,13]. The pitch-damping coefficient
is then slowly decaying in supersonic regime. It can be seen in the

Fig. 15 Influence of the Mach number on the static stability of grid fin
and planar fin configurations.

Fig. 16 Grid employed for the calculation of pitch-damping coefficients:

a) detail of themesh aroundgrid fins, b) detail of the boundary layermesh
in the vicinity of the missile’s nose, c) mesh structure in the symmetry
plane.

Fig. 17 Influence of the pitching motion’s characteristics on the pitch-
damping coefficient (Ma � 2,α0 � 0 deg): a) influence of the amplitude
αmax, and b) influence of the reduced frequency k.
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same figure that the dynamic stability of the planar fin configuration
is always higher than for the grid fin missile.
Results on the pitching moment coefficient Cmy;0 , the static

derivative Cmα
, and the pitch-damping sum �Cmq � Cm _α

� are,
respectively, presented in Figs. 20a, 20b, and 20c in the supersonic
regime and in Figs. 21a, 21b, and 21c in the transonic regime. The
value of Cmα

at a zero angle of attack is in good agreement with the
experimental data obtained by Fournier et al. [5] and Abate et al. [13]
for both Mach numbers.
AtMa � 2, it can be seen fromFigs. 20b and 20c that themissile is

statically and dynamically stable for the whole range of angles of
attackα considered in this study, due to the contribution of grid fins or
planar fins. The moment experienced by grid fin and planar fin
controlled missiles follows a similar evolution as α increases, and it
exhibits a change in its slope around α � 15 deg, as shown in
Fig. 20b. The two configurations then undergo an increase in static
stability at higher angles of attack. However, the center of pressure is
always closer to the center of gravity for the grid fin missile than
for the planar fin configuration, as has been found by other authors
[5,13], although its location varies in a similar way with the angle
of attack; thus, the lattice fin configuration provides a higher
maneuverability. The pitch-damping derivative only shows a slight
difference between grid fins and planar fins, as seen in Fig. 20c.
Although both configurations contribute to the dynamic stability of
the missile (Fig. 17), the pitch-damping moment does not seem to
depend on the geometry of the tail fins. The general behavior of the
pitch-damping sum, decreasingmonotonically from α � 0 to 30 deg,

and its high maximum absolute values are qualitatively consistent
with wind-tunnel results obtained by Uselton and Uselton [37] for a
missile of similar fineness in supersonic flow.
In transonic flow, at Ma � 0.9, the hysteresis curve followed by

the pitching moment departs from its ellipsoidal shape (as seen in
Fig. 18b) in all cases, due to the presence of nonlinear effects. Indeed,
strong shock motions occur normal to the surfaces of planar fins
approximately at midchord, similar to those observed for unsteady
airfoils [45], as illustrated in Fig. 22b.Moreover, it is well known that
the flow within the grid fin’s cells is choked in this range of Mach
numbers [15]. A shockmotion is also observed in the lattice structure
of grid fins, in the vicinity of the inlet and the outlet of the grid fin’s
cells, corresponding to the dark regions in the instantaneous contours
of density gradient, shown in Fig. 22a. To understand how the flow
around the pitching missile is affected in this nonlinear regime, the
superpositionmethod introduced byMcCroskey [45] is employed on
a planar fin and a grid fin element (along the midspan sections of a
planar fin and one of the upper grid fin’s cells). The pressure
coefficient Cp is decomposed into its mean value and its first and
second harmonics Cp;1 and Cp;2, such as

Cp�t� � Cp;0 � Cp;1;Re cos�ωt� � Cp;1;Im sin�ωt�
� Cp;2 cos�2ωt� ϕ� (5)

Figures 23a and 23b show how the pressure distribution on
the planar fin and the grid fin element is altered by the pressure
fluctuations induced by the motion of the shock waves. Peaks inCp;1
represent the pressure perturbations, which can reach a particularly
large amplitude in the case of grid fins. The locations of these peaks
are consistent with the locations of the shocks observed in Figs. 22a
and 22b.
In the transonic regime, different behaviors of static and dynamic

stability derivatives are observed for grid fin and planar fin controlled
missiles. The static derivativeCmα

, presented in Fig. 20b, exhibits low
negative values at low angles of attack, as in supersonic flow, but then
increase to slightly positivevalues at higher angles of attack due to the
change in the slope of the pitching moment around α � 20 deg.
Therefore, the grid fin configuration becomes statically unstable in
the range of angles of attack comprised between 15 and 30 deg. On
the contrary, the planar fin configuration remains statically stable at
all angles of attack up to 30 deg, despite a smaller absolute value of
Cmα

at higher angles of attack compared to the supersonic regime.
The pitch-damping derivative, plotted in Fig. 21c, seems to be more
dependent on the fin configuration in transonic flow than in
supersonic flow.The lattice fin configuration exhibits less damping in
pitch than the planar fin missile. The pitch-damping sum becomes
particularly low at a zero angle of attack, whereas it only experiences

Fig. 18 Representations of a) hysteresis curves showing the rapid
damping of the initial perturbation for both grid fin and planar fin
configurations atMa � 2 and α � 0 deg, and b) hysteresis curve for the
planar fin configuration atMa � 0.9 and α � 0 deg. (Inserts show time
history of Cmy ).

Fig. 19 Evolution of the pitch-damping coefficient �Cmq � Cm _α
� with

the Mach number.
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a small decrease at higher angles of attack. The planar fin controlled
missile experiences more damping than in supersonic flow,
especially between α � 20 deg and α � 30 deg, where a sharp
decrease in the dynamic derivative is observed. All cases remain
dynamically stable for thewhole range of angles of attack considered
in this study.
The presence of shocks normal to planar fins affects both static and

dynamic derivatives at low angles of attack. At higher values of α, the

shock shifts to the fin’s trailing edge while adopting a fishtail shape,
as illustrated in Fig. 24b. The appearance of shocks inside the cells of
the grid fin decreases the flow rate through it, reducing its lifting
properties, which in turn attenuates its contribution to static and
dynamic stability. Figure 24a shows that higher angles of
attack amplify the shock structure in the grid fin’s cells on the
leeward side of the body, leading to static instability and reduced
damping in pitch.

Fig. 20 Comparison between the pitchingmoments, static and dynamic

derivatives obtained for planar fin and grid fin controlled missiles in the
supersonic regime (Ma � 2), for k � 0.05 and αmax � 0.5 deg:
a) pitching moment coefficient Cmy;0 , b) static stability derivative Cmα

,
and c) pitch-damping derivative �Cmq � Cm _α

�.

Fig. 21 Comparison between the pitchingmoments, static and dynamic
derivatives obtained for planar fin and grid fin controlled missiles in the
transonic regime (Ma � 0.9), for k � 0.05 and αmax � 0.5 deg:
a) pitchingmoment coefficientCmy;0 , b) static stability derivativeCmα

, and
c) pitch-damping derivative �Cmq � Cm _α

�.
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V. Drag Reduction Using the Busemann Biplane
Concept

The high drag force generated by grid fins is one of the main
problems limiting their use as control surfaces in missiles [15]. Few
nonconventional designs have been proposed by other researchers to
reduce wave drag using sweptback fins [7,16,46]. An alternative to
the sweptback fin, investigated in this work, is based on the
application of the Busemann biplane concept to grid fins. This
concept consists of generating favorable wave interactions, at a
specific Mach number, between two halves of a diamond airfoil of
chord c separated by a distance 0.5c. The internal flow between these
two elements undergoes an isentropic compression across the com-
pression waves generated at their leading edges. These waves vanish
as they encounter each opposite profile oriented in the same direction
as the flow. The undisturbed flowvelocity and direction are recovered
through an isentropic expansion [47]. Therefore, the aerodynamic
forces produced by the flow between the two airfoil components are
zero. The overall forces on the Busemann biplane reduce to those
exerted by the external flow, i.e., the flow over a flat plate. In the
actual flow, the presence of shock waves between the two half-
diamond profiles generates entropy, leading to a higher wave drag.
The application of the “wave cancellation” effect induced by this
concept has been limited due to no lift generation of such configu-
rations and the significantly high drag generated when operating
outside design conditions [26,27]. Recent studies aimed at designing
an efficient and silent supersonic airplane have made use of
optimization methods to improve the performance of the Busemann
biplane in a wider range of operating conditions [26,27]. Two

geometries are compared in this work: a simple “standard” grid fin of
the same chord and thickness as the one studied in Sec. IV, and a
“Busemann” grid fin of similar chord and average thickness. To
assess the applicability of the Busemann biplane concept to grid fins,
the Mach number at which the wave cancellation occurs is first
chosen atMa � 1.7, leading to a similar geometry to Kusunose et al.
[26] and Hu et al. [27], given in Fig. 25. Euler simulations of the
inviscid flow around single standard and Busemann grid fins have
been carried out at a zero angle of attack and various Mach numbers
using SU2. To accurately capture the complex shock structure inside
and around the grid fin, a structured mesh constituted of 2.5 million
hexahedral elements was used for all calculations (Fig. 26a). This
grid has been found to give similar results as two other grids of 0.7
and 6.75million cells tested atMa � 1.2 (corresponding to a peak in
the drag coefficientCd). To assess the contribution of viscous effects
to the drag, RANS simulations have been performed for the
Busemann grid fin at a zero angle of attack, using the Spalart–
Allmaras model on an unstructured grid featuring a prism-based
boundary-layer mesh (ensuring a value of y� ≈ 1 close to the fin) and
tetrahedral cells in the rest of the domain. Three grids of 2.6, 5.3, and
9 million cells have been compared at Ma � 1.2. Although all the
meshes produce values within a 1% difference from each other, the
finest mesh (shown in Fig. 26b) is necessary to accurately capture the
shock structure, which is particularly important to determine the
onset of thewave cancellation effect at higherMach numbers. Results
for the drag coefficient for these two fins are presented in Fig. 27,
along with experimental results obtained by other researchers for
globally [16,19] and locally [46] sweptback grid fins with sharp
leading edges. The evolution of the drag for the standard grid fin is in
good agreement with the two experiments carried out byDebiasi [19]
and Schuleïn and Guyot [46], whereas the drag of the Busemann grid
fin is consistent with the two-dimensional numerical calculations
performed by Hu et al. [27] on the original Busemann biplane
geometry. The drag coefficient including viscous effects displays a
similar behavior as in the inviscid case, except for a small increase in
its value in the high supersonic regime. Although the drag is not
decreased in the transonic regime due to the choking occurring in the
cells in all cases, it is significantly reduced at higher Mach numbers
for the Busemann grid fin, where a partial wave cancellation effect is
observed. In the high supersonic regime, once shocks are completely
swallowed through the cells, the evolution of the drag becomes
similar to the diamond airfoil case, as observed by Kusunose et al.
[26] and Hu et al. [27]. Although the globally sweptback grid fin
performs better in the transonic regime, the Busemann grid fin
provides a significantly lower drag in supersonic regime than all other
configurations.
Figure 28 gives an illustration of the evolution of the shock

structure at different Mach numbers: a normal shock forms at the
trailing edge of the grid fin in transonic regime, as observed in the
case of standard grid fins; and a bow shock arises ahead of the fin at
low supersonic Mach numbers and remains until swallowed around
the design Mach number. This shock structure explains the sharp
increase in drag in transonic regime and the sudden drop in Cd
atMa > 1.7.
To understand how drag and lift are affected by the Busemann

biplane geometry exhibited by the grid fin’s cells at a nonzero angle
of attack, further Euler calculations have been carried out at α �
10 deg for different Mach numbers. The drag on standard and
Busemann grid fins is shown in Fig. 29a. The wave cancellation
phenomenon remains at α ≠ 0 for the Busemann grid fin, although
theMach number at which it begins is seen to be slightly delayed due
to the increasing difficulty to swallow the bow shock. The lift-to-drag
ratio, presented in Fig. 29b, is significantly higher for the Busemann
grid fin than in the case of the original fin atMach numbers larger than
the design point, and it remains equivalent to the standard grid fin in
the transonic and low supersonic regimes. Therefore, performances
in lift and drag seem to be conserved or improved when the angle of
attack deviates from zero.
Then, the Busemann biplane geometry generates a high drag in the

transonic and low supersonic regimes. Moreover, Kusunose et al.
[26] and Hu et al. [27] have shown that the drag on such a con-

Fig. 22 Shock structure around planar and grid fins in transonic flow at
α � 0 deg: a) grid fin, and b) isovalues of the Mach number around a
planar fin.
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figuration exhibited different behaviors in situations of acceleration
and deceleration, resulting in a flow-hysteresis effect. In this case, the
Mach number atwhich thewave cancellation occurs is slightly higher
for accelerations than for decelerations of the biplane. This
phenomenon is highly dependent on the throat-to-inlet area ratio.
Kusunose et al. [26] observed that the upper bound for the Mach
number atwhich theBusemann effect takes place can be estimated by
the Kantrowitz limit, delimiting the startable region of supersonic
inlet diffusers. The lower bound can be approached by the isentropic
contraction limit. To address these problems, Kusunose et al. [26]
introduced slats and flaps in the two airfoil components to adjust the
geometry to the flow regime, whereas Hu et al. [27] used an opti-
mization method to improve the performances of the two-
dimensional biplane at offdesign flow conditions. It is noticeable that
the optimized geometry exhibits a higher inlet-to-throat area ratio,

thus reducing the range of Mach numbers in which the flow-
hysteresis occurs.
This technique is applied to the Busemann grid fin to improve its

performances in transonic regime. An “optimized Busemann” grid
fin geometry is proposed in Fig. 30a, taking into account the main
characteristics of the optimized Busemann biplane of Hu et al. [27].
TheMach number for which this configuration is designed is lowered
to 1.6 in order to keep the same average thickness as the Busemann
grid fin. The lattice network of the fin now alternates optimized
Busemann sections and profiles close to the separated diamond
configuration. Numerical results on the drag experienced by the
optimized Busemann grid fin at a zero angle of attack have been
obtained using Euler calculations in SU2, and they are compared in
Fig. 30bwith the standard and baseline Busemann grid fins. The drag
coefficient is reduced in transonic and low supersonic regimes in the

Fig. 23 Mean value Cp;0 and first harmonic Cp;1 of the pressure coefficient: a) around a planar fin, and b) around a grid fin element.
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case of the optimized configuration, whereas it is slightly increased
in the high supersonic regime. Hysteresis effects have not been
investigated in this work but are also expected to be reduced.
Figure 31 shows the details of the shock structure around the opti-
mized Busemann grid fin at different Mach numbers.
Finally, the dynamic performances of isolated standard and

Busemann grid fins are compared in Fig. 32 in transonic (Ma � 0.9)

Fig. 24 Effect of the angle of attack on the shock structure around
planar and grid fins in transonic flow (at α � 30 deg): a) grid fin, and
b) isovalues of Mach number around a planar fin.

Fig. 25 Geometry of the Busemann grid fin compared to the standard grid fin.

Fig. 26 Computational grid for the Busemann grid fin: a) Euler grid,
and b) viscous grid.
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and supersonic (Ma � 2) regimes. The pitch-damping coefficient is
obtained using the same URANS method as used in Sec. IV with
similar moment arm and pitching motion characteristics. Numerical
results for the static and dynamic stability derivatives Cmα

and
�Cmq � Cm_α

� are given in Table 4. Static stability properties seem to
be conserved for the Busemann grid fin at all regimes. Dynamic
stability properties are equivalent for both geometries in transonic
flow, but a difference occurs in supersonic flowwhere the Busemann
grid fin is seen to have reduced dynamic stability compared to the
standard grid fin.

VI. Conclusions

Static and dynamic performances of a grid fin controlled missile
have been investigated with URANS for different flow regimes. A
thorough validation study on the numerical approach has been

conducted. Pitch-damping dynamic derivatives have been obtained
along with static stability derivatives and aerodynamic coefficients
for a genericmissile equippedwith grid fins or planar fins, at angles of
attack up to 30 deg in supersonic and transonic regimes. In all the
cases, the grid fin configuration shows lower static stability. This
implies that it has higher maneuverability than the planar fin tail
control but becomes statically unstable atmoderate angles of attack in
the transonic regime. The dynamic derivative is shown to be
independent from the types of fins in the supersonic regime. In the
nonlinear transonic regime, planar fins are affected by the presence of
moving shock waves normal to their surface at low angles of attack,
which tend to disappear at higher incidence. The grid fin’s cells are
choked in transonic flow, leading to a blockage effect responsible for
a loss in static and dynamic stability. The influence of shock waves is
strengthened at high angles of attack. The use of grid fins on the
generic missile provides less damping in pitch than in the case of the
planar fin configuration in this flow regime for the whole range of
angles of attack considered in this study. All configurations remain
dynamically stable in both the supersonic and transonic regimes.
The problem of the high drag produced by the grid fin con-

figuration has also been investigated. The application of the
Busemann biplane concept to lattice fins significantly reduces the
drag in the supersonic regime while maintaining the desirable lift
characteristics. When the shock is completely swallowed in the grid
fin’s cells at high supersonic Mach numbers, although the drag does
not benefit anymore from thewave cancellation effect, it still remains
at a low level, as the flow is controlled by the diamond shape of the
fin’s wall section. The high drag in the transonic flow regime can be
reduced by using an optimized Busemann profile having a higher
inlet-to-throat area ratio. Most of the static and dynamic stability
properties of the standard grid fin are conserved when changing the

Fig. 27 Comparison of various experimental and numerical results on
the drag coefficient of different grid fin designs with the present
numerical results (Euler and RANS) on the Busemann grid fin, at a zero
angle of attack. The dashed line corresponds to additional numerical

results (RANS) obtained for the globally sweptback grid fin at highMach
numbers (validated atMa � 1.7) for comparison.

Fig. 28 Evolution of the shock structure around a Busemann grid fin at
different Mach numbers.

Fig. 29 Representations of a) drag coefficient of standard and
Busemann grid fins at an angle of attack of α � 10 deg, and b) lift-to-
drag ratio at α � 10 deg.
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geometry to a Busemann grid fin, except in the supersonic regime
where a decrease in dynamic stability is observed in the case of the
new design.
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